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Write the letter A for agree, N for neutral or D for disagree besides each 

following statement. 

1. I have Indonesian as my mother tongue. 

2. I have been learning English for more than 10 years. 

3. I learn English in school only. 

4. I am interested in learning English pronunciation. 

5. I think learning English pronunciation (RP) is a good thing to do. 

6. I think learning standard E. pronunciation (RP) is enjoyable for me. 

7. I am satisfied when I can sound like a native English speaker. 

8. I feel challenged to sound like a native English speaker. 

9. Standard English pronunciation (RP) is important to learn. 

10. I think Indonesian English speakers have poor E. pronunciation. 

11. I am concerned with my pronunciation when I speak English. 

12. I feel confident with my E. pronunciation. 

13. I have sufficient training in learning standard E. pronunciation (RP) up to my 

senior high school. 

14. I see a big difference in my RP E. pronunciation and the native speakers. 

15. It is not important to sound like native speakers as long as my speech is 

communicatively acceptable. 

16. During class, I tend to pronounce English with Indonesian accent in order to avoid 

standing out by sounding like an English native speaker. 

17. The main reason I learn the standard E. pronunciation (RP) is to pass 

examinations. 

18. I think improving my E. pronunciation to meet the standard E. pronunciation (RP) 

will have financial benefits for me. 

19. I learn the standard E. pronunciation (RP) because I want to immigrate to an 

English-speaking country in the future. 

20. I want to do well in my E. pronunciation class because it is important to show my 

ability to my family/friends/supervisors/parents to make them feel happy about it. 

21. I think learning the standard E. pronunciation (RP) can be important for me 

because people will respect me more if I can sound like an educated native 

English speaker. 
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22. It is important for me to perform better than other students in my E. pronunciation 

class. 

23. I am interested in learning E. culture. 

24. I would like to make foreign (English) friends. 

25. I am learning the standard E. pronunciation because I can communicate more 

easily with foreigners (esp. English). 

26. I try to have time to talk with native speaker. 

27. I try to have as much time as possible to listen to English through TV, radio, 

DVD, etc. 
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APPENDICES 

 

The set of English words: 

1. pen, people, stop   

2. bubble, crab 

3. tea, sixty, wait 

4. drink, louder, ride, end 

5. car, cookie, kick 

6. glad, finger, frog 

7. cheap, nature, catch 

8. jane, danger, page 

9. fuel, afraid, enough 

10. veil, revenge, leave 

11. thought, nothing, tenth 

12. thus, neither, with 

13. set, pencil, glass 

14. zoo, husband, plays 

15. she, station, fish 

16. genre, pleasure, garage 

17. huge, unhappy 

18. medical, memory, come 

19. name, innocent, sun 

20. single, sung 

21. light, railway, people 

22. radio, treason 

23. wait, railway 

24. useful, volume 

25. eat, leave, key 

26. it, live, busy 

27. end, set 

28. and, dad 

29. arm, dark, jar 

30. up, bus 

31. asleep 

32. early, burn, her 

33. would, put 

34. fool, true 

35. office, cough 

36. autumn, sport, saw 

37. eight, page, bay 

38. greyer 

39. over, photo, no 

40. lower 

41. eye, describe, buy 

42. aisle, science, admire 

43. ear, nearly, idea 

44. now 

45. our, vowel 

46. oil, avoid, boy 

47. royal, employer 

48. course, pour 

49. fuel, cure 

50. aeroplane, careless, pair 
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